Library Innovation Podcasts
May 2011 Update

The Library Innovation Lab podcast series has launched. The first podcast - an interview with James Bridle - has been posted on our blog, exhibiting the format and design we will use for the rest of the series. We’ve recorded another two audio blogs: Dan Cohen of Zotero and Peter Suber on open access. In addition, we have just posted a set of a half dozen short video podcasts recorded at the Digital Public Library of America meeting in Amsterdam about metadata. We are on track to meet our schedule of posting an audio podcast every two weeks.

April 2011 Update
We’ve figured out the equipment we need, and have purchased it. Shortly thereafter we’ve recorded our first podcast. It’s with James Bridle, a “recovering publisher” who does provocative projects playing with the nature and role of books in the age of paper and the age of connection. On the podcast, we talked about some of James’ projects, and then about the elements of traditional books that are hard to duplicate in electronic books — and whether we need those elements. We’ll post it in a few days. We hope to be on a one-every-two-weeks schedule thereafter.